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Outline

• Methodology
• Non-self-consistent methods (wrt e-e interaction mean field)

– Tight binding (TB) methods
– Effective many-body Hamiltonians

• Self-consistent methods
– Density functional tight binding (DFTB) 
– Semiempirical methods
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Method Explicit e-correlations Wave-function Cost (PC)

Ab initio
(MP2, CI, CAS-CI, CC-EOM)

All
(depends on level of theory)

Exact
(for given basis set)

Large
(≥10 electrons)

Density Functional 
(DFT, TDDFT)

Dynamic only Kohn-Sham 
(a single-det. “fit” to e-density)

Significant 
(≤1000 atoms)

Semiempirical
(AM1, PM7, ZINDO)

Coulomb, exchange, static Hartree-Fock
(variationally optim. single-det.)

Low 
(≤10 000 atoms)

Tight-binding
(Huckel, Frenkel, DFTB)

No One-electron
(full e-energy is inaccurate)

Approach MM
(>10 000 atoms)

Reminder:  The electronic structure problem
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➢ Electrons interacting via Coulomb potential in electrostatic field of nuclei

➢ Problem 1 – one-electron problem: use finite basis set (atomic-like orbitals
STO/GTO or plane waves)

➢ Problem 2 – many-body problem: use mean field (HF, DFT, TDDFT) and 
perturbation theories (MP2, CI, CC) in Fock space (basis of Slater determinants)



Methodology: reducing 1e&MB basis
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• Many codes use all-electron basis

1) Reduce number of electrons

• Pseudopotentials

2) Reduce number of one-electron orbitals but fit the model
Hamiltonian(geometry), total energy(geometry)

• Semiempirical – NDDO

• SCC-DFTB – small electron density fluctuations

• Many-body basis is also reduced by neglecting 3c/4c integrals

3) No SCF in addition (no explicit ee-interaction) → nontransferable

• TB – no reliable implementations for accurate total energy

• Effective Hamiltonian – small geometry deviations

• Coarse graining – rigid fragments

Parameterization is the bottleneck of fitted models



Historical TB models
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• Huckel model of π-conjugated hydrocarbons

• PPP model of π-conjugated hydrocarbons

• SSH model of polyacetylene

• Slater-Koster parameters for semiconductors



The Huckel approximation
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An example of tight-binding Hamiltonian, 
first constructed by Erich Huckel in 1930 
for aromatic hydrocarbons

1) Only π-orbitals (one per carbon, the 
blue color) are considered

2) The orbitals are orthogonal Sij = dij

3) Diagonal resonance term Hii=a is 
derived from the ionization potential of 
methyl radical.

4) Off-diagonal nearest neighbor 
resonance terms are also derived from 
experimental data: Ep=a and Ep =a+2b

5) Not nearest-neighbor resonance 
interactions are neglected!

Very simple model correctly describing physics of π-conjugated molecules and solids



Huckel approach to hydrocarbons
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The allyl system, following Cramer

The secular equation:

Figure 4.2 from Cramer: Huckel MOs 
for the allyl system

Eigenvalues correspond to bonding, 
non-bonding and anti-bonding 
molecular orbitals:

The bonding (lowest energy) MO

2 electrons per orbital starting from the bottom!

p –bonding energy of the system:
allyl cation (2e)
allyl radical (3e)
allyl anion (4e)



PPP (Pariser-Parr-Pople) model
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J.A. Pople and W. Kohn: Nobel Prize in 
chemistry (1998) for quantum chemistry 
(DFT and electronic structure)

Again, only p-electrons are considered, 
but let add to the SSH form simple 
Coulomb interactions (only diagonal 
elements in the tetradic matrix V)

Ohno form

Diagonal terms

Transfer integrals

Dipole matrix

- Conceptually simple – only 1 basis function 
per atom (good parameterization exist at 
least for C, N and O);
- Electron-electron interactions are 
accounted for at some qualitative level;
- No s-bonding, no optimal geometries;
- No analytical and numerical solutions exist 
for solving Schrodinger equation – many-
electron effects!
- Within Hartree-Fock approximation, 
diagonalization of the Fock operator  
includes iterative numerical SCF procedure;
- Correlated excited states can be further 
obtained using subsequent CI calculations

Simple model with ee-interaction (1953)



SSH (Su-Schrieffer-Heeger) model
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A.J. Heeger, A.J. MacDiarmid, H. Shirakawa: 
Nobel Prize in chemistry (2000) for discovery 
of conducting polymers 

Solutions of the Hamiltonian in a form 
of Bloch functions:

← Total Hamiltonian

← Huckel part for p-electrons

← Electron-phonon coupling

← Phonon part

Diagonalized Hamiltonian:

Energy gap parameter

Band energy

Simple model with ep-interaction (1979)



Tight binding for solids: NRL developments
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• Parameterized for
– band structure [Phys Rev 94, 1498 (1954)]
– “band energy = total energy” calculations [Phys Rev B 50, 14694 (1994)]

• Transferable between different structures of the same compound

D A Papaconstantopoulos, Handbook of the band structure of elemental solids (Springer, 2015)



Orthogonal vs nonorthogonal
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Orthogonal
• More convenient for orbital analysis and 2nd quantization

• Majority of theoretical models, MOPAC

• NBO and usually LMO

Nonorthogonal
• More compact in space, more transferable

• NRL tight-binding, DFTB

Conversion
• Symmetric (Lowdin) orthogonalization

nearest neighbor → exponentially fading transfer integrals



Example: 6-parameter model of Si VB
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Also can be used for band structure if calculation of each k-point is demanding –
extrapolation in real space is often much more efficient than interpolation in k-space 



Coarse graining for molecular systems
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Advantage: DFT accuracy at TB computational complexity
Challenges: total energy, large molecular deformations

Complex polymer: Chem Sci 8, 1146 (2017)
Complex molecular solid: Chem Mater 33, 966 (2021)



Holstein-Peierls Hamiltonian
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Ann Phys 8, 32 (1959),   J Chem Phys 83, 1854 (1985)

Most of many-body Hamiltonians are tractable only in the minimal basis  



Discussion
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1. Why the same values of TB parameters cannot be used for 
different states (neutral, charged, triplet, excited)?

2. In which cases the same set of geometry-dependent TB 
parameters can be used (cannot be used) to compare 
different polymorphs of the same material? Give examples.

3. What will be the smallest basis set for CH4 molecule?

4. Write the simplest TB Hamiltonian for VB of CH4 molecule. 
Write its basis set in terms AOs of C and H.



Self-consistent methods

• Density functional tight binding (DFTB)
(minimal AO basis + simplified orbital-free density functional,
parameterized with local functional and empirical dispersion)

• Semiempirical methods
(minimal AO basis + neglecting majority of multicenter integrals,
parameterized for HF energy including support of fractional 
occupations and CI wave-function)
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DFTB – Density Functional Tight Binding
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• Tight-binding + simplified (orbital-free) density functional

• Parameterized by higher level of theory (DFT)
• Self-consistent (SCC DFTB) wrt electronic density fluctuations

1. P Koskinen, V Makinen, Density-functional tight-binding for beginners, Comp 
Mater Sci 47, 237 (2009)

2. DFTB+, a software package for efficient approximate density functional 
theory based atomistic simulations, J Chem Phys 152, 124101 (2020)

3. GFN2-xTB – An Accurate and Broadly Parametrized Self-Consistent Tight-
Binding Quantum Chemical Method with Multipole Electrostatics and 
Density-Dependent Dispersion Contributions, J Chem Theory Comput 15, 
1652 (2019)

https://dftbplus.org/
https://github.com/grimme-lab/xtb
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DFTB: approaching DFT accuracy at MLIP speed
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DFTB is the best universal approach to systems of 1000s of atoms

Int J Quantum Chem 121, e26381 (2021);
doi:10.1002/qua.26381



Main idea – minimize basis →
1) One AO per valence electron + polarization orbitals
2) NDDO = Neglect of Diatomic Differential Overlap:

if either α and α’ or β and β’ do not belong to one center.

NDDO – foundation of semiempirical methods
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• Approximation leading to a neglect of 
many integrals (all 3c/4c-integrals, and 
2c-exchange), partially compensated by 
fitting of the rest of terms to the 
reference data!

• Basis set is considered orthogonal by 
construction.

• Usually limited to Hartree-Fock and 
post-HF (MOPAC).

Calculating and storing all Vnmkl

is computationally demanding

Example: MNDO, AM1, PM3, PM7 methods

t-term!

V-term 
for a 
single 
center

+ ~22 parameters 
composing V-term 
for 2 centers!

See http://openmopac.net/manual/parameters.html

http://openmopac.net/manual/parameters.html


How accurate is NDDO?
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Exact for 2c2e problem and is used in most of quantum chemistry 
and condensed matter theory models (PPP, extended Hubbard)



The semiempirical world in details
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- Old models (currently obsolete): CNDO, 
INDO/1, INDO/2, NDDO

- Older models for ground state 
properties: MNDO, AM1, PM3

- Newer models for ground state 
properties: RM1, PM6, PM7 (variations 
with dispersive corrections)

- Older model for excited state properties: 
INDO/S=ZINDO

- Parameterization of d-electrons (so-so 
performance): MNDO-d, AM1-d, PM3-d, 
INDO/S, SINDO1.

- Semiempirical codes: MOPAC, AMPAC, 
SQM (MNDO…PM6), ZINDO, PySeQM. 
Also implemented in Gaussian, 
Turbomole, GAMESS…

- Provides conceptually simple, compact and 
physically transparent Hamiltonian model;

- Parameterization is ALWAYS bound to the 
specific electronic structure level (e.g., Hartree-
Fock approximation), but post-HF is meaningful

- Parameterization is subject to the fit to a 
reference data set;

- Semiempirical models cannot reproduce 
phenomena beyond their capacity (e.g. no 
Rydberg states);

- Generally good results are achieved only for 
the first and second rows elements ( dynamic 
correlations with d-electrons are ‘problematic’); 

- Semiempirical models are nice ‘toys’ –
numerically easy and simple, but still true 
‘atomistic’ approaches – always a good starting 
point for any electronic structure simulations 
(‘testing the ground’).



Performance of PM7 semiempirical method
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Heat of formation

Table 3.1 (from Jensen) Average heat of formation error (kJ/mol)

Table 3.2 (from Jensen) Average errors in bond distances (Å)

1 eV = 23.0606 kcal/mol    1kcal/mol = 4.184kJ/mol     kT(300K) ~ 25meV

See http://openmopac.net/PM7_accuracy/PM7_accuracy.html

http://openmopac.net/PM7_accuracy/PM7_accuracy.html


Usage 1: Static e-e correlations
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Use for preliminary analysis of the wave-function
and to find low-energy states

See http://openmopac.net/manual/open.html

http://openmopac.net/manual/open.html


Usage 2: Nonadiabatic molecular dynamics 
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DFTB/semiempircs is currently the only approach suitable for NAMD of materials/molecules



Usage 3: Large biomolecular system
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Example:
Is there a conductive pathway through π-conjugated system?

MOPAC MOZYME PM7 calculations, 17000 atoms in PBC: 
Localization of all occupied MOs up to -11 eV is shown by 
violet color – there is no efficient conduction pathway

Adv Mater 27, 1908 (2015)



Historical example…
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Purpose: explore computationally energetics 
of intermediate species appearing during 
fullerene fragmentation and annealing, i.e. 
what happen after laser light breaks C-C 
bond(s) and how then molecule heals.
Methods used: MNDO (semiempirics), SCF 
(ab initio), BLYP, LDA (DFT)

Notably, at that time, geometry 
optimizations of such large molecules 
were only possible at semiempirical level!
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Calculations 
demonstrate that 
‘in plane’ structure 
re-arrangements is 
‘more expensive’ 
energetically, 
compared to the 
‘out-of-plane’ 
transitions 
involving sp3

configurations

… Historical example continued…



… Historical example continued
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Calculated map of 
fragmentation and 
annealing 
pathways after 
laser photodamage 
into stable 
structures. 



Discussion
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1. Why all 3c/4c integrals can be neglected? Which 2c integrals 
can be neglected and which cannot?

2. Why for dynamic correlations we prefer DFTB methods and 
for static correlations we use semiempirical methods?

3. Why we cannot use simple tight binding for biopolymers?

4. Why we cannot use simple tight binding for nonadiabatic 
molecular dynamics?


